Techniques for self adjusting kiosk display information are provided. Presentation information is centered within a display of the kiosk. A center location for the presentation information is custom recalibrated within the display based on direction of a user.

110
DETECT AN INITIAL TOUCH FROM THE USER THAT CAUSES THE EP TO BE PRESENTED AND CENTERED WITHIN THE DISPLAY

120
DETECT A TOUCH FROM A USER AT A SPECIFIC LOCATION ON THE DISPLAY

130
REPOSITION THE EP TO BE CENTERED AT THE SPECIFIC LOCATION WITHIN THE DISPLAY

140
TRANSACT WITH THE USER VIA MULTIPLE PRESENTATIONS, EACH PRESENTATION CENTERED AT THE SPECIFIC LOCATION

141
CONCLUDE A TRANSACTION WITH THE USER AND REPRESENTING THE EP CENTERED WITHIN THE DISPLAY

150
ALTER PRESENTATIONS WHERE EACH PRESENTATION IS CENTERED AT THE SPECIFIC LOCATION AND THE PRESENTATIONS MADE BY AN OPERATOR AUDIBLY TRANSACTING AN ORDER WITH THE USER THAT VIEWS THE PRESENTATIONS ON THE DISPLAY

151
REPRESENT THE PRESENTATIONS AS ORDER INFORMATION AUDIBLY COMMUNICATED BY THE USER TO THE OPERATOR AND KEYED INTO A TERMINAL BY THE OPERATOR AT A DRIVE THROUGH WINDOW
Present on a display of a kiosk an entry presentation (EP) centered within the display.

Detect an initial touch from the user that causes the EP to be presented and centered within the display.

Detect a touch from a user at a specific location on the display.

Reposition the EP to be centered at the specific location within the display.

Present a popup window on the display asking the user to confirm the specific location as a center for the EP.

Reposition the EP to be centered at the specific location within the display.

Transact with the user via multiple presentations, each presentation centered at the specific location.

Conclude a transaction with the user and representing the EP centered within the display.

Alter presentations where each presentation is centered at the specific location and the presentations made by an operator audibly transacting an order with the user that views the presentations on the display.

Represent the presentations as order information audibly communicated by the user to the operator and keyed into a terminal by the operator at a drive through window.

FIG. 1
200 RECEIVE A REQUEST TO RE-CENTER INFORMATION PRESENTED ON A DISPLAY OF A KIOSK

210 REPOSITION THE INFORMATION WITHIN THE DISPLAY TO BE CENTERED AT A LOCATION IDENTIFIED BY THE REQUEST

220 FILL BLANK AREAS THAT ARE VOID OF INFORMATION WITH A CUSTOM BACKGROUND COLOR WITHIN THE DISPLAY

230 RESIZE THE INFORMATION TO BE CENTERED AT THE LOCATION WHEN PORTIONS OF THE INFORMATION EXCEED A BORDER OF THE DISPLAY

211 DETECT A USER'S TOUCH AT THE LOCATION AND RAISING AN EVENT AS THE REQUEST

212 RECEIVE AN INSTRUCTION IDENTIFYING THE LOCATION WITH THE REQUEST FROM AN OPERATOR THAT PROVIDES THE INSTRUCTION FROM A REMOTE AND DIFFERENT DISPLAY SCREEN AFTER MAKING VISUAL CONTACT VIA A VIDEO CAMERA WITH A CAR OF THE USER, THE DISPLAY PART OF A DRIVE THROUGH WINDOW DISPLAY

213 RECEIVE AN INSTRUCTION FROM A VIDEO DETECTION SERVICE THAT IDENTIFIES A HEIGHT OF A DRIVER'S SIDE WINDOW DRIVING THROUGH A DRIVE THROUGH WITH THE DISPLAY AND USING THE HEIGHT TO CALCULATE AND PROVIDE THE LOCATION
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TECHNIQUES FOR SELF ADJUSTING KIOSK DISPLAY INFORMATION

BACKGROUND

[0001] Consumers are increasingly using kiosks to conduct business with enterprises. The kiosks come in a variety of sizes and are used for a variety of purposes. Some kiosks are drive through, such as fast food establishments, pharmacies, banks, and the like. Other kiosks are stationary located in gas stations, grocery stores, department stores, and others.

[0002] Kiosks are often equipped in as a “one size fits all” approach. That is, the kiosks are not flexible and are not adaptable to accommodate the customers that are using the kiosks. So, shorter customers may encounter problems with a stationary kiosk because it is too high for them to access properly. In another situation, customers in large Sport Utility Vehicles (SUV’s) that drive through a kiosk may have to exit their car to properly access the kiosk.

[0003] In short, Kiosks are rigid and not customized to the needs of the customers that come to the kiosks in all shapes, sizes, and/or a variety of transportation vehicles.

SUMMARY

[0004] In various embodiments, techniques for self adjusting kiosk display information are presented. According to an embodiment, a method for self adjusting kiosk display information is provided. An entry presentation is centered within a display of a kiosk. Next, a touch from a user is detected at a specific location on the display. Finally, the entry presentation is repositioned to be centered at the specific location within the display.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0005] FIG. 1 is a diagram of a method for self adjusting kiosk display information, according to an example embodiment.

[0006] FIG. 2 is a diagram of another method for self adjusting kiosk display information, according to an example embodiment.

[0007] FIG. 3 is a diagram of a kiosk having a self-adjusting display, according to an example embodiment.

[0008] FIGS. 4A and 4B are sample illustrations of a kiosk display before self adjusting and after self adjusting using the techniques presented herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] FIG. 1 is a diagram of a method 100 for self adjusting kiosk display information, according to an example embodiment. The method 100 (hereinafter “kiosk display service”) is implemented as instructions residing on a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium and executed by one or more processors. The processors are specifically configured to process the kiosk display service. In an embodiment, the kiosk display service operates over a network. The network is wireless, wired, or a combination of wired and wireless.

[0010] In an embodiment, the kiosk display service executes on processors embodied within a kiosk. The kiosk can be part of a system, such as a drive through window at a fast food establishment, a bank, a pharmacy, and the like; or, the kiosk can be a stand alone machine designed to complete a transaction for any good or service offered by an establishment.

[0011] At 110, the kiosk display service presents on a display of a kiosk an entry presentation centered within the display. That is, the initial greeting screen or information presented to a customer in front of the kiosk is centered based on a location that is centered with the four edges of the physical display screen.

[0012] According to an embodiment, at 111, the kiosk display service detects an initial touch from the user that causes the entry presentation to be presented and centered within the display based on the four edges of the display screen. In this case, the screen may be initially blank or have some type of advertisement on it unrelated to the function of the kiosk and it is awaiting a customer for transacting business. When the customer initially touches the screen at any location or touches any of the input keys or even swipes a card, the entry presentation is immediately presented and centered within the display based on the four edges of the display screen.

[0013] At 120, the kiosk display service detects a touch from a user at a specific location on the display. This can be achieved in a few manners. In one case, the display screen is touch sensitive such that the specific location is immediately identified by coordinate points identifying all points on the display screen and when touched the user identifies a specific point or location within a grid being maintained by the kiosk display service. In another case, a hidden camera may be affixed above the screen or on the side of the screen that captures an image of where the user is touching the screen and the converts that image, via image processing, into the specific location. In this latter situation, the screen does not have to be touch-enabled display screen although the user (customer) the screen appears to function as a touch-sensitive and enabled display screen.

[0014] In an embodiment, at 121, the kiosk display service presents a popup window on the display asking the user (can be referred to herein as a customer as well) to confirm the specific location as a new center for the entry presentation of the kiosk display. This may be useful when the customer inadvertently touches the screen and is not intending to recalibrate the information presented on the display screen.

[0015] At 130, the kiosk display service automatically and dynamically in real time repositions the entry presentation centered at or about the specific location (which was detected at 120) within the display. The specific location is different from the center used at 110. The kiosk display is 40% of the physical edges of the kiosk display). In this manner, the kiosk display is self-adjusting based on user or customer provided direction. This permits the customer based on their situation (car, size, etc.) to decide where information on the display screen of the kiosk is to be provided.

[0016] In one scenario, at 140, the kiosk display service transacts with the user, via multiple presentations, each presentation centered at the specific location. So, as information on the display changes the center of the information presented on the display remains the specific location identified by the customer.

[0017] Continuing with the embodiment of 140 and at 141, the kiosk display service concludes a transaction with the user and then immediately represents the entry presentation centered within the display at a center identified by the four sides of the display. In other words, the entry presentation is recalibrated back to its original state as soon as the session or transaction with the customer concludes at the kiosk.

[0018] In another scenario, at 150, the kiosk display service alters presentations, such that each presentation is centered at
the specific location. This was mentioned above but here an operator audibly transacts an order with the user that is viewing the presentations on the display.

[0019] Continuing with the embodiment of 150 and at 151, the kiosk display service represents the presentations as order information that is audibly communicated by the user to the operator and keyed into a terminal by the operator at the drive through window and presented on the display back at the location of the customer.

[0020] With the embodiments of 150 and 151, the kiosk is a drive through window system where the customer interacts with an operator that is remotely located from the display being presented to the customer. In these cases, the operator may visually inspect the size of the car used by the customer and provide via the terminal the specific location for recalibrating the entry presentation and other information presented to the customer on the display.

[0021] FIG. 2 is a diagram of another method 200 for self adjusting kiosk display information, according to an example embodiment. The method 200 (hereinafter “self-adjusting display service”) is implemented as instruction within a computer-readable storage medium that execute on one or more processors, the processors specifically configured to execute the self-adjusting display service. In an embodiment, the self-adjusting display service is operational over a network; the network is wired, wireless, or a combination of wired and wireless.

[0022] According to an embodiment, the self-adjusting display service is implemented in a stand alone kiosk or a kiosk associated with a drive through service as discussed above with reference to the method 100 of the FIG. 1.

[0023] The transaction self-adjusting display service represents another and in some cases enhanced perspective of the kiosk display service, presented above with respect to the discussion of the FIG. 1.

[0024] At 210, self-adjusting display service receives a request to re-center or recalibrate information presented on a display of a kiosk.

[0025] In an embodiment, at 211, the self-adjusting display service detects a user's touch at the location and then raises an event to produce the request identified at 210. As was mentioned with the discussion of the method 100 of the FIG. 1, the detection can be achieved via a touch-sensitive display screen or can be achieved via a video camera with image processing capabilities. In the latter case, old legacy system displays that are not touch sensitive can be retrofitted to achieve the techniques presented herein with the addition of a camera and image processing.

[0026] According to an embodiment, at 212, the self-adjusting display service receives an instruction identifying the location with the request from an operator that provides the instruction from a remote and different display screen after making visual contact via a video camera with a car of the user. Here, the display is part of a kiosk system for a drive through window display. This scenario was discussed above with the embodiments of the FIG. 1 at 150 and 151.

[0027] In another situation, at 213, the self-adjusting display service receives an instruction from a video detection service that identifies a height of a driver's side window driving through with the display. Here, the detected height of the window on the driver's side is used to calculate and provide the location. This is another case where sensors can be used to determine a height of the car and an algorithm used to deduce a reduction in height to get to where a drive would be seated at the driver's side window. Calculations are then made to identify the location for recalibrating the display information on the screen of the kiosk.

[0028] At 220, the self-adjusting display service repositions the information within the display to be centered at a location identified (or calculated as discussed above) by the request.

[0029] In an embodiment, at 221, the self-adjusting display service resizes the information to be centered at the location when portions of the information exceed a border of the display. So, when recalibration occurs about the new center at the identified location of the display, the information itself may have to have its font-type and font-size adjusted to ensure it all still is presented in a readable manner to the customer within the display.

[0030] According to an embodiment, at 230, the self-adjusting display service auto fills blank areas that are void of information with a custom background color within the display, such as black, red, etc.

[0031] FIG. 3 is a diagram of a kiosk 300 having a self-adjusting display, according to an example embodiment. The kiosk 300 includes one or more processors that are specifically configured to perform, inter alia, the processing associated with the methods 100 and 200 of the FIGS. 1 and 2, respectively. The kiosk 300 includes a variety of other hardware components, such as network connections, memory, display screen, input mechanisms, and the like.

[0032] The kiosk 300 includes a display 301 and a processor 302. Each of these and their interactions with one another will now be discussed in turn.

[0033] The display 301 can be touch enabled (touch screen) or can be a conventional large kiosk display equipped with camera's and image processing capabilities executing on the processor 302 (as discussed above with the methods 100 and 200 of the FIGS. 1 and 2, respectively).

[0034] The processor 302 is configured to automatically recalibrate a center point for the presentations within the display 301 based on a direction of a user that interacts with the kiosk 300.

[0035] According to an embodiment, the direction provided by the user is a specific location on the display 301 when the display is a touch screen device that is touched by the user at the specific location.

[0036] In a different scenario, the direction provided by the user is provided via arrow keys situated on one or more sides of the display 301 and activated by the user and interfaced to be captured and handled by the processor 302.

[0037] In yet another situation, the direction provided by the user is achieved audibly via audible commands of the user to move the information on the display 301 to the left, the right, up, and down. Here, the processor 302 is enabled with speech recognition software.

[0038] In an embodiment, the kiosk 300 is situated inside a business and is accessed by a user that walks up to the kiosk 300.

[0039] In another case, the kiosk 300 is situated at a drive through window system of a business.

[0040] FIGS. 4A and 4B are sample illustrations of a kiosk display before self adjusting and after self adjusting using the techniques presented herein.

[0041] The FIG. 4A shows a large display of a kiosk having a block of information or an initial entry presentation that is centered within the display based on the original dimensions of the display itself at location “Y.” This is how the display
screen with the entry presentation appears to a customer that initially comes up to the kiosk to interact with the kiosk for purposes of conducting a transaction.

The FIG. 4B shows the entry presentation recalibrated and re-centered about a different Center at location "Y." Location Y is defined by the customer that touches the display screen at location Y upon initial interaction with the kiosk. Variations and techniques for achieving this user-driven (or customer-driven) self-adjusting display presentation within a kiosk display were presented above with reference to the methods 100 and 200 of the FIGS. 1 and 2, respectively, and with respect to the kiosk 300 of the FIG. 3.

The above description is illustrative, and not restrictive. Many other embodiments will be apparent to those of skill in the art upon reviewing the above description. The scope of embodiments should therefore be determined with reference to the appended claims, along with the full scope of equivalents to which such claims are entitled.

The Abstract is provided to comply with 37 C.F.R. §1.72(b) and will allow the reader to quickly ascertain the nature and gist of the technical disclosure. It is submitted with the understanding that it will not be used to interpret or limit the scope or meaning of the claims.

In the foregoing description of the embodiments, various features are grouped together in a single embodiment for the purpose of streamlining the disclosure. This method of disclosure is not to be interpreted as reflecting that the claimed embodiments have more features than are expressly recited in each claim. Rather, as the following claims reflect, inventive subject matter lies in less than all features of a single disclosed embodiment. Thus the following claims are hereby incorporated into the Description of the Embodiments, with each claim standing on its own as a separate exemplary embodiment.

1. A processor-implemented method to execute on a processor configured to execute the method, comprising:
   - presenting on a display of a kiosk an entry presentation centered within the display;
   - detecting a touch from a user at a specific location on the display; and
   - repositioning the entry presentation to be centered at the specific location within the display.

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising, transacting with the user via multiple presentations, each presentation centered at the specific location.

3. The method of claim 2 further comprising, concluding a transaction with the user and representing the entry presentation centered within the display.

4. The method of claim 1 further comprising, altering presentations where each presentation is centered at the specific location and the presentations made by an operator audibly transacting an order with the user that views the presentations on the display.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein altering further includes representing the presentations as order information audibly communicated by the user to the operator and keyed into a terminal by the operator at a drive through window.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein presenting further includes detecting an initial touch from the user that causes the entry presentation to be presented and centered within the display.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein detecting further includes presenting a popup window on the display asking the user to confirm the specific location as a center for the entry presentation.

8. A processor-implemented method to execute on a processor configured to execute the method, comprising:
   - receiving a request to re-center information presented on a display of a kiosk; and
   - repositioning the information within the display to be centered at a location identified by the request.

9. The method of claim 1 further comprising, filling blank areas that are void of information with a custom background color within the display.

10. The method of claim 8, wherein receiving further includes detecting a user's touch at the location and raising an event as the request.

11. The method of claim 8, wherein receiving further includes receiving an instruction identifying the location with the request from an operator that provides the instruction from a remote and different display screen after making visual contact via a video camera with a car of the user, the display part of a drive through window display.

12. The method of claim 8, wherein receiving further includes receiving an instruction from a video detection service that identifies a height of a driver's side window driving through a drive through with the display and using the height to calculate and provide the location.

13. The method of claim 8, wherein repositioning further includes resizing the information to be centered when portions of the information exceed a border of the display.

14. A kiosk, comprising:
   - a display; and
   - a processor configured to automatically recalibrate a center point for presentations within the display based on a direction of a user interacting with the kiosk.

15. The kiosk of claim 14, wherein the display is a touch screen.

16. The kiosk of claim 15, wherein the direction is a location on the touch screen that is touched by the user.

17. The kiosk of claim 14, wherein the direction is provided via arrow keys situated on the side of the display and activated by the user.

18. The kiosk of claim 14, wherein the direction is provided via audibly communicated commands from the user recognized and handled by the processor.

19. The kiosk of claim 14, wherein the kiosk is situated inside a business and is accessed via user walking up to the kiosk.

20. The kiosk of claim 14, wherein the kiosk is situated at a drive through window of a business.